MONDAY, NOVEMBER 21

08:30-08:50 COFFEE & GATHERING
08:50-09:00 GREETINGS
09:00-10:50 LAW & HISTORY
CHAIR: Maytal Gilboa, Hebrew University
  • Sarah Mandel, Tel Aviv University
    The Role of Law in the Integration of Jews in 18th Century England
    COMMENT: Yoram Shachar, Interdisciplinary Center Herzliya
  • Anat Ovadia-Rosner, Tel Aviv University
    Engineering Space, Engineering Identity: Class, Gender and Racial Segregation in the American South 1865-1890
    COMMENT: Ela Aaronson, University of Haifa
  • Omer Aloni, Tel Aviv University
    Orientalist Reflections in Early Israeli Law: (New) Perspectives on the Issue of Polygamy
    COMMENT: Amihai Radzyner, Bar-Ilan University
  • Sebastian Krafzik, KU Leuven
    The Influence of Economic and Political Discourses on Western European Banking Regulation in the Course of the 20th Century
    COMMENT: Ron Harris, Dean, Faculty of Law, Tel Aviv University

11:05-12:30 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
CHAIR: Omer Pelled, Tel Aviv University
  • Aviv Gaon, York University
    Artificially Intelligent ©: Advocating for AI Authorship
    COMMENT: Michal Shur-Ofri, Hebrew University
  • Igor Nikolic, University College London
    Patent Assertion Entities & Standard Essential Patents
    COMMENT: Katya Assaf, Hebrew University
  • Talya Poncek, Haifa University
    Typology of Joint Activities: Providing Courts a Toolkit
    COMMENT: Michael Birnbaum, Tel Aviv University

12:40-14:00 FAMILY LAW & HUMAN RIGHTS
CHAIR: Yifat Naftali Ben Zion, Tel Aviv University
  • Katarzyna Ważyńska-Finck, European University Institute
    Regulating Adolescent’s Sexuality: Between the Need for Protection and the Recognition of Autonomy
    COMMENT: Amit Pundik, Tel Aviv University
  • Haim Abraham, University of Toronto
    A Family Is What You Make It: Legal Recognition of Multiple Parents – A Comparative Analysis
  • Peter Dunne, Trinity College Dublin
    Divorce as a Pre-Condition for Legal Gender Recognition
    COMMENT: Daphna Hacker, Tel Aviv University
  • Yifat Naftali Ben Zion, Tel Aviv University
    In Regulating Adolescent’s Sexuality: Between the Need for Protection and the Recognition of Autonomy
    COMMENT: Amit Pundik, Tel Aviv University
  • Ron Harris, Dean, Faculty of Law, Tel Aviv University
    The Influence of Economic and Political Discourses on Western European Banking Regulation in the Course of the 20th Century
    COMMENT: Ron Harris, Dean, Faculty of Law, Tel Aviv University

14:05-14:45 LUNCH

14:45-16:10 INTERNATIONAL LAW
CHAIR: Myriam Feinberg, University of Haifa
  • Lea Raible, University College London
    Jurisdiction and Territory in International Human Rights Law
    COMMENT: Yael Ronen, Sha’arei Mishpat Academic Center for Law & Science
  • Monica Parodi, University of Genoa
    The Extension of the EU Obligations in the Conclusion of Trade Agreements: The Case of Disputed Territories
    COMMENT: Rachel Frid de Vries, Carmel Academic Center
  • Edefe Ojomo, New York University
    Exploring Regional Governance Structures as Remedial Institutions: A Missing Link in Health Governance Analysis
    COMMENT: Dani Filc, Ben-Gurion University

16:20-17:45 CYBER LAW
CHAIR: Micky Zar, Tel Aviv University
  • Asaf Lubin, Yale Law School
    “We Only Spy on Foreigners”: The Myth of a Universal Right to Privacy and the Practice of Extraterritorial Surveillance
    COMMENT: Tal Zarsky, University of Haifa
  • Yang Liu, University of Hong Kong
    Reining in Cyber Attacks: Sovereignty, Due Diligence and International Law
    COMMENT: Nimrod Kozlovska, Herzog, Fox & Neeman Law Office
  • Roy Van Keulen, Leiden University
    Cyber Attacks Against Critical Infrastructures
    COMMENT: Eldar Haber, University of Haifa
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08:00-09:00 BREAKFAST

09:00-10:25 CRIMINAL LAW
CHAIR: Ethan Kidron, Tel Aviv University
- Ephraim Heilizer, Columbia University
  Sodomy and Adultery from the Bible to Demise
  COMMENT: Shai Lavi, Tel Aviv University
- Rottem Rosenberg Rubins, Tel Aviv University
  The Rise of “Crimmigration” in the Case of Israels Detention Policy Towards Asylum-Seekers
  COMMENT: Tally Kritzman-Amir, College of Law & Business
- Susy Menis, Birkbeck London University
  The Moral Rhetoric of a Civilized Society or: Consent – It Is A Defense When We Say So
  COMMENT: Noya Rimalt, University of Haifa

10:35-12:25 LAW & THE ENVIRONMENT
CHAIR: Tamara Lotner Lev, Israeli Ministry of Justice
- BoldizsáR SzentgáL-TóTh, Eötvös Loránd University
  Nature-Induced Disasters and the Responsibility of the State
  COMMENT: Ronen Avraham, Tel Aviv University
- Atieno Mboya Samandari, Emory University
  Advancing a Human Vulnerability Analysis Platform in Response to Climate Change
  COMMENT: Dan Rabinowitz, Tel Aviv University
- Diego Bonetto, Sciences Po
  Framing Bottled Water: A Comparative Reflection on the Legal Paradigm
  COMMENT: David Schorr, Tel Aviv University
- Rebecca Schmidt, University College Dublin
  Global Rules for Global Cities? ISO 37120.2014 and the Transnationalization of Municipal Regulation
  COMMENT: Yishai Blank, Tel Aviv University

13:25-14:50 ECONOMIC REGULATION & CORPORATE LAW
CHAIR: Ohad Somech, Tel Aviv University
- Hadar Jabotinsky, University of Haifa
  Moral Language in the Basel Accords: A Quantitative Analysis
- Damjan Kukovec, European University Institute
  Economic Law, Inequality and Hidden Hierarchies on the EU Internal Market
  COMMENT: Roy Kreitner, Tel Aviv University
- Arm Tungnirun, Stanford Law School
  When Local Is Foreign: Globalization and the Dominance of Foreign Corporate Lawyers in Myanmar
  COMMENT: Neta Ziv, Tel Aviv University

15:00-16:50 LAW & ETHICS
CHAIR: Orit Malka, Tel Aviv University
- Shira Shmuely, MIT
  The Sentient Being: Regulating Practice and Emotions in Animal Law
  COMMENT: Ariel Bendor, Bar-Ilan University
- Tetyana Krupiy, McGill University
  Imputing Accountability for Acts of Lethal Autonomous Weapons Systems: Exploring Alternatives to Fitting a Square into a Circle
  COMMENT: Eliav Lieblich, Tel Aviv University
- Maayan Sudai, Harvard Law School
  Health Social Movements Use of Law to Resist Medical Governance: The Case of the Intersex Rights Movements
  COMMENT: Aeyal Gross, Tel Aviv University
- Yoni Har Carmel, University of Haifa
  Reshaping Ability Grouping Through Big Data
  COMMENT: Yifat Ben-David Kolikant, Hebrew University

12:25-13:25 LUNCH